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NOTE: THE CLIENTS IN THIS INVESTIGATION HAVE REQUESTED
CONFIDENTIALITY. SOME OF THE DATA IN THIS REPORT MAY HAVE BEEN
OBSCURED TO HONOR THEIR REQUEST. THIS IN NO WAY AFFECTS THE DATA
PRESENTED, OR ANY CONCLUSIONS HEREIN. NO PHOTOS OF THE INTERIOR
OR THE EXTERIOR OF THE RESIDENCE HAVE BEEN INCLUDED.

HISTORY
The residence is a 5 bedroom 3 bath trailer home that sits on 3 acres. Only 90% of the property is
cleared. The area were once wetlands at some time.

EXPERIENCES
The client has lived in the trailer home for seven years. They have never had anything
paranormal happen to them previously before moving into the home. Besides the client, her
husband, her daughter and a friend of the family reside here.
The client's aunt lived with them for a year before she passed in what is now the friend of the
family’s bedroom. She passed from natural causes. From what we were told she wasn’t a very
nice person and got very angry before she died. The friend of the family’s father is deceased as
well. He believes his father's spirit is protecting him from whatever haunts this home. He often
smells cologne and hears disembodies voices and knocks on the walls.
The client's daughter had a picture of a clown fall off the wall in her room. She constantly reports
hearing bangs, knocks, voices, and also sees unknown shadows. She has been ill since moving
into the home with constant migraines.
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The client has seen shadows, heard knocks and bangs, perfume type smells. She, like her
daughter, has also been having health issues. Client's husband has become very moody and mean
since living there.
Terri Kilpatrick went ahead and anointed the home with sage and blessed it previous to the
investigation. Husband got really mean and moody and wanted nothing to do with it.
-Clients mother died in March 2009
-The aunt died in July 2009.
-The activity started after the aunt passed.

INVESTIGATION
DATE OF INVESTIGATION: November 1, 2013
PARTICIPANTS: ANDY CLANCY, TERRI KILPATRICK, ALEX TINSLEY, ROBERT
HOBBS
EQUIPMENT: DVR system and IR cameras, full spectrum digital camera, night vision camera,
para-scope, K II meters, ambient thermometers, laser thermometer, 822A EMF meters,
TASCAM DR-08 audio recorder, digital recorders, P-SB7 spirit box, full spectrum illuminator,
army men (trigger objects), phono pod, Tri-Field EMF meter, full spectrum/IR digital video
camera and tri pod, green laser grid and red laser grid, Ovilus X.
INVESTIGATION:
At the beginning of the investigation there were no unusual EMF spikes in the home. Just your
normal high-level readings near the breaker box. No unusual cold spots, except in one room of
the trailer home. As the night went on, EMF spikes and cold spots were detected in various
rooms. We did detect a few inexplainable shadows using our laser grid later in the night.
Terri Kilpatrick and myself did take a stroll outdoors near the tree line to see what we could pick
up as well. We had a few experiences there also. We caught a handful of EVPs via spirit box and
our digital recorders. Some of native american voices and war screams(outdoors).
Most significantly, we caught a strange apparition on Terri Kilpatrick's Full spectrum digital
video camera, and all of our investigators were accounted for.

PERSONAL EXPERIENCES
ANDY CLANCY, TERRI KILPATRICK, ALEX TINSLEY, ROBERT HOBBS
While investigating the friends room, we heard knocks and bangs and later we smelled what is
believed to be his fathers cologne after the Ovilus X was used. On our recording devices, Terri
Kilpatrick caught voices and the bangs and knocks we all heard. Terri also felt like someone was
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sitting down on the bed with her at one point in his room. She detected a major cold spot in the
room as well.
In the daughters room we used the spirit box (P-SB7) and the Ovilus X. We got several names
that the family knew and connected with. The KII meter did go off while the daughter was
holding it a few times. We captured no EVPS in this room at all. I witnessed a few shadows
moving back and forth in the hallway and a few cold spots in this room as well.
The clients have a dog at their home. The dog barks and growls in different parts of the home
and they didn’t know what it was barking at. The dog often barks and growls in the living room
where the family has seen a shadow go from the master bedroom(which is behind the couch) to
the front door.
In the living room, we set up a laser grid and we did see a shadow cross it a few times. Terri was
using her full spectrum digital video camera and did catch, on review, an apparition leaning over
the client, who was sitting on the couch. The apparition leaned over the couch from the backside
of it and looked like, on evidence review, that it whispered something into the client's ear. It's
pretty impressive! Later, Terri did capture an EVP during that time, but unsure of what was said.
Myself and Terri Kiltpatrick, while outside, experience native american voices, footsteps in the
tree line that were NOT animal footsteps. We even heard what sounded like the beats of Native
American drums. On our recorders, we captured a few voices, Native American languages being
spoken incoherently and what sounded like “war cries”.
Right before we wrapped up the investigation, we heard a lot of inexplainable bangs coming
from the kitchen area.
The house will be blessed by myself and Terri in the near future.
We would like to thank the clients for inviting us into their home, and for the opportunity
to study the phenomena there. We would also like to thank them for their most gracious
hospitality, and hope that we may be able to return there again soon.
Andy Clancy
LA Spirits-SE
Case Manager/Lead
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